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Disclaimer

This material has been prepared for general 
informational and educational purposes only and is 
not intended, and should not be relied upon, as 
accounting, tax or other professional advice. Please 
refer to your advisors for specific advice. 

The views expressed by the presenter are not 
necessarily those of Deutsche Post DHL. 
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Introduction to TP



Background

 The world has gone through various shocks: the Great Depression,
World War II, the Financial Crisis of 2008, and now Covid-19.

 Likely to see two phases to this crisis:

Shock phase:
Governments doing everything to save and protect the economy: giving

incentives, subsidies to stimulate the economy and retain jobs

Businesses – immediate cost savings, protection of employees, cash
protection

After the shock phase: governments need more money to:
(1) fund the spending (2) repay the debts they accumulated during the

shock phase;



Background

 With Governments demand for more money, the pressure will be
on the Revenue Authorities (RA) – aggression expected in
collection:

 More audits, and specifically transfer pricing related audits

 New sources of revenue – Digital taxation.

 Transfer pricing is a significant driver for profit allocation. But we
are now having to contend with losses following the shocks caused
by Covid-19.
 How do we allocate the losses?
What aspects do you need to be aware of?

 Likely to result in shift in international taxation regimes to
accommodate the shifts in economic conditions.



Introduction to transfer 
pricing
 Transfer price is the value or price at which transactions take place

amongst related / associated parties.
 In international trade, over 60% involves transactions within

Multinational Enterprises (MNEs)
 Where two countries have different tax rates, there is perceived

notion that parties will attempt to shift revenues /profits across
the countries – aimed at minimizing taxes payable



Basis of transfer pricing

 Arm’s length price:
 Price which is generally charged in a transaction between

independent parties
 The price of a transaction in an open market

 Arm’s length principle (ALP)
 The amount charged by one related party to another for a

given transaction must be the same as if the parties were not
related (independent parties)

 Reference: profits that would have arisen if a similar
transaction to the controlled transaction had been executed by
or between independent enterprises



The arm’s length standard

Associated enterprise 
(non-resident)

Independent entity 
(resident)

Associated enterprise 
(resident)

Independent entity 
(non-resident)

Transfer 
price

Arm’s 
length price



The arm’s length standard

 “Establishing the conditions of
the commercial and financial
relations that one would expect
to find between independent
enterprises in similar
transactions under similar
circumstances.” - OECD TP
Guidelines 1.3



Basis of transfer pricing: ALP

 Rationale for the application of the Arm’s length principle (ALP):
 The Markets govern the transactions between unrelated

(independent) parties
 Prices charged between related parties should be based on the

margins earned/prices charged in comparable unrelated party
transactions

 Ensures a market based allocation of income between the
related parties

 ALP
 Is a generally accepted rules in establishing acceptable transfer

prices, allocation of revenues / profits /costs with MNEs
 Therefore, prevents shifting of profits to jurisdictions with

lower tax rates



Transfer pricing 
documentation process



Introduction

“Documentation” is the vital tool for 
successful

communication of the TP system with the
stakeholders – external and internal



Structure of a transfer pricing 
document

•What specific roles does 
each entity play in the 
controlled transaction;

•What is the economic 
significance of these roles;

•Entity characterisation

•Which TP methods 
would simulate the way 
the transaction (s) will be 
priced at arm’s length?

•Benchmarking analysis

•What drives 
the specific 
company’s 
performance 
within the 
industry

•What are the forces 
driving the competitive 
intensity of the specific 
industry (KVDs)?

•understand the 
environmental 
conditions in the 
controlled and 
uncontrolled 
transaction

Industry 
analysis

Company 
analysis

Functional 
Analysis

Economic 
Analysis



Thorough identification of 
Relevant Characteristics of the 
Transaction



Comparability



Comparability analysis

 Arm’s Length Principle is based on comparison of conditions of
the intercompany versus third party transactions

 The OECD transfer pricing guidelines indicate five factors
determining comparability:
 Characteristics of property or services
 Functional analysis
 Contractual terms
 Economic circumstances
 Business strategies?

 In the absence of an internal comparable transaction, we need to
identify independent companies engaged in similar transactions to
the ones we are testing in order to benchmark their profitability
on those transactions



Comparability analysis

 If no adequate comparables can be found, consider identifying and
quantifying the differences and adjusting for these.

 The reliability of results should increase through the performance
of adjustments



What defines comparability 
criteria:

 NOTE: Even in applying a transactional based method, we are
seeking to benchmark the return to a transaction, rather than the
overall profitability of the taxpayer under review (i.e., tested party)

Functional 
Analysis

Characterisation

Comparables 
Analysis

 Select tested party
 Identify industry code(s)
 Define elimination 
criteria
 Select PLI

Industry & 
Market 
Analysis



Transfer pricing in the wake 
of Covid-19



Covid-19 …more long term

Main transfer pricing and international tax issues that MNEs have to
tackle post Covid-19:
 Documentation:
 Benchmarking
 Allocation of losses
 PE determination
 Government stimulus measures impact
 Business restructuring



Transfer pricing 
consideration – Covid-19
 What is arm’s length during Covid-19:

OR



Documentation

 Companies, (both independent and MNEs) are acting in their best
interest

 What decisions have been made for the survival of the business?
Have you documented that, as and when they are made?
 Document what business decisions are being made now and why, and

 Maintain evidence of what other businesses are doing.

 Any cost and losses incurred will need to be allocated for tax and transfer
pricing purposes, and tax authorities will be very weary to accept those.

 Documentation is Key – not the length of the document but
rather the timeliness of it – saying we are doing this at this
particular time for this reason, as of this day



Financing

 How do companies keep their businesses afloat and protect their
cash flow?
 Debt vs. Equity Injection?
 Debt injection:

 Third-party loans: ease of accessing the loans? how much? Guarantee –
arm’s length fees?

 Inter-company loans: ease of moving money? Is it wise? What terms do
you grant the loan – interest bearing or interest-free? Determination of
arm’s length interest rates and loan valuation

 Thin capitalization considerations
 Restructure IC transactions:

 IC Service repayments? Not charge or charge without requiring
remittance; retain money locally, but does it attract a deemed interest?

 Selling goods at discounted prices



Benchmarking Analysis

 Can the already benchmarked margins be adjusted, with the
expectation that 2020 data (when eventually available) will show
lower margins or losses?
 Guidance – modest: as recognizing that within a range of arm’s length

comparables, a taxpayer can actually switch to the lower end of the range -
as compared to the previously used median- ; or

 make the case for a switch to using one-year data where previously three or
four-year comparable data were used.

 Bold: - as looking at the (average) observed drop in revenue that a sector
experienced and applying that to your company’s financials and
benchmarked margins for 2020.

 As adjusting for 2020 at this point in time is hardly realistic, can transfer
pricing for 2020 and 2021 be looked at on a consolidated basis perhaps?

 Lack of guidance will lead to benchmarking being a major TP audit issue – as
consistency is key to TP methodology



Benchmarking Analysis

 Consider adjusting the IC contracts (based on the “Force
Majeure” clause – this would then facilitate the allocation of
Covid-19 related costs and losses
 Parties (independent) can re-negotiate the terms of a contract based on

hardship – and so should associated enterprises
 Difficulty to perform is not the same as impossibility to perform.
 Foreseeability is another issue. Two years from now, witness previous

experiences with SARS, Ebola and the Avian Flu, some may say the Covid-19
impact was (somewhat) foreseeable

 If and to the extent IC agreements can be adjusted - reference be made that
both parties to the agreement will perform in good faith and will do
everything they can to avoid frustration of performance.



Benchmarking Analysis

 Out-rightly acknowledge that
 the global pandemic and
 the future development of the pandemic and
 future consequences of government-imposed Covid-19 restrictions
are not known and cannot be taken into account by the parties to the contract.
 As such these consequences cannot be reasonably foreseen or are not

reasonably foreseeable.
 The parties agree up-front that the risk of future Covid-19 restrictions are not

attributable to the parties and beyond their respective control and that they will
inform each other on the Covid-19 developments and agree that Covid-19
consequences will be considered as hardship by both parties.



Benchmarking Analysis

 Unrelated parties are granting breaks and exceptions to contract partners during
the current pandemic, such as:
 Banks temporarily waiving interest rates,
 companies extending payment terms from 30 to 120 days, or
 companies granting deferrals for performance

 Do these provide comparables for TP purposes?
 Is there hard evidence on the changes /concessions?
 Must the evidence be sector specific?

 Having an updated Force Majeure or specific Covid-19 clause could, –
 without necessarily changing risk profiles in the TP structure materially-, it

would carve out the consequences resulting directly from the Covid-19
pandemic and allow those to be applied after the -regular- comparables are
consulted and support an adjustment to the comparable margins



Benchmarking Analysis

 Limited risk distributors / routine service providers
 Can you adjust the routine margins?
 What evidence do you use for that adjustment and what do you do in

future years when pandemic-affected comparables are included in
benchmark data

 Risk: ad hoc change triggers the perception that the limited risk entity was
actually an entrepreneur all along and that tax authorities take the position that
as a result, in pre-Covid-19 years there has been an underreporting of taxable
income.



Permanent establishment 
(PE)
 Travel restrictions and lockdown have led to people working from

home (WFH), with no access to their formal designated offices
 Article 5 of the OECD Model Convention defines a PE as a fixed

place of business through which the business of an enterprise is
wholly or partly carried on. It includes inter alia:
 A place of management and an office

Does WFH therefore mean that the premises are at the disposal of an enterprise –
thus leading to creation of a PE

 Individuals being present in another State for a period or periods exceeding in the
aggregate 183 days (i.e. 6 months) in any twelve-month
an employee WFH acting on behalf of its employer in another

jurisdiction may be considered as rendering services from a PE
may be considered as rendering DEMPE functions where they are, and as

such, their presence would attract significant transfer pricing challenges.



Permanent establishment 
(PE)
 Re-consider the 183 day test, and issue guidance

 that activities should only be regarded as habitual where there is a degree of
permanence (as regards the conclusion of contracts/doing business leading to
a PE).



Business Restructuring

 Changes or moves from the East to West Production facilities.
 Is the move permanent, or short-term?
 If permanent, when did that happen, or was decision made?

 What buy out considerations do you make?



Transfer pricing key 
challenges



What is transfer pricing?

Is transfer pricing primarily a tax issue 
with possible management impact?

OR

A management control issue with tax 
consequences?



Recommendations

 Do what needs to be done from a business operational perspective

 Documentation contemporaneously the decisions of the
management – as they are rational and reasonable, and this may
not be the case in the next three years – not easy to document
 Making decisions now, with the information readily available today and

facing an uncertain future

 International tax system is still relying on the ALP – meaning
decisions have to be rationalized, financial and economic analysis
should be at the basis of any documentation for restructuring or
any transfer pricing consideration

 RA to issue guidance on various tax issues



Summary

 Before Covid-19, uncertain and tense international tax context

 Crisis are great trend accelerators: So Covid-19 will likely be an
accelerator the major international tax issues in both developed
and emerging economies – taxation of the digital economy

 MNEs – perceived as wealth entities – will continue being targeted
for revenue

 If guidance is communicated now during the crisis: increased
levels of compliance and hopefully reduced controversy



Questions

THANK YOU


